
Ancillary Items

G2 SHEAVES
FLOOR STANDS
One-sided Floor Stand A

Our One-Sided Floor Stand is designed to support your WTI sheave before, during, and after  

each and every operation. Its patented design allows you to load and/or unload your line while 

attached to the sheave. The steel frame is powder coated to protect against corrosion and fits our 

17", 22", and 26" G2 Rigging Sheaves.

Two Sided Floor Stand B

Our Two-Sided Floor offers additional support to handle that “little extra” some jobs require while 

keeping your sheave upright and supported no matter what. Its steel frame is powder coated in  

safety orange to protect against corrosion and comes in two sizes to use with our 17", 22", and  

26" G2 Rigging Sheaves. We also offer an “extended base” floor stand for use in zipper line work.

Heavy Duty Floor Stand C

Our Heavy Duty Floor Stand is designed to give you the peace of mind knowing your WTI HD 

sheave will remain upright and supported during set up and while in operation. Its hinged opening 

allows for easy access to load and lock the HD Sheave onto the stand. The steel frame is strong 

enough for any job thrown its way and is powder coated to protect against corrosion. The HD  

Floor Stand fits both the 32" and 36" WTI HD Sheaves.

HANDGUARDS
G2 Hand Guard D

The G2 Hand Guard was designed specifically for our G2 Sheaves and can be attached to several 

connecting points along its cover to maximize the line angle in and out of the sheave. In addition to 

helping keep hands and clothing from being drawn into the sheave wheel our G2 Hand Guard 

also serves as an alignment guide and stabilizing arm to help keep your sheave upright during 

operation. Our patented split busing system allows the line to be loaded/unloaded even after 

attachment. The G2 Hand Guard will work on any WTI G2 Rigging Sheave.

HD G2 Hand Guard D

Our HD G2 Hand Guard is designed to help protect operator’s hands and clothing from being drawn 

into the sheave wheel, while also acting as an alignment guide and stabilizing arm. It can be attached  

to several connecting points on the cover to maximize the line angle in and out of the sheave. Our 

patented split bushing system design allows the line to be loaded/unloaded even after attachment.  

The HD G2 Hand Guard will work on any WTI HD G2 Rigging Sheave.

RIG-UP YOKE E

Our Rig-Up Yoke provides and alternative place to attach a “tugger line” and can be used to help 

stabilize a top mounted sheave. The Rig-Up Yoke can be used simultaneously with the Wireline Floor 

Stand and Hand Guards to add safety and versatility to the operator. The Rig-Up Yoke comes in two 

sizes to fit G2 Rigging Sheaves ranging from 17”–36”. Each Rig-Up Yoke is made from stainless steel  

to resist corrosion.
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HOOP RETAINER F

Our Hoop Retainer was designed to help keep the line contained near the groove and in a position 

to work its way back into the groove in the event of the line jumping in slacked line conditions. 

The Hoop also allows enough space for a rope socket or connector to pass through eliminating 

the need to lower the sheave. The Hoop Retainer can be located at several points along the 

sheave cover to allow for different line angles as your cable enters and exits the sheave. 

STORAGE RACK G

Our Storage Rack provides a convenient place to store your WTI G2 Sheave when not in use. Our rack 

keeps your sheave in an upright position to help maximize space, while minimizing wear and tear in 

transport. Our Storage Racks are available in two sizes to fit your 17" and 22"/26" G2 Rigging Sheaves. 

Each rack is made from mild steel for durability and powder coated to protect against corrosion.

SHEAVE HANGERS H

Our Sheave Hangers come is various strengths and sizes to fit all your needs in the field. With two hole 

sizes available, 1" and 1 ½" diameter, our sheave hangers will fit all clevis types. Each Sheave Hanger 

comes fully certified with either a 32k lbs. or 40k lbs. Safe Working Load. (SWL)

SECONDARY RETENTION DEVICE I

Our Secondary Retention Device was designed to help prevent injuries caused by a failure of the 

primary connecting point of overhead equipment. Our SRD is made of heavy duty materials and 

attached on both sides of the axle to ensure you have enough strength during a catastrophic failure. We 

have SRD’s designed to be used on our G2 and Heavy Duty G2 sheaves, as well as our Slickline Sheaves.

ICE SCRAPER J  
Our Ice Scraper attachment is designed to prevent the dangerous buildup of ice and other debris 

inside the groove of your sheave wheel and keep your line where it belongs, deep in the groove. 

The Ice Scraper securely attaches to your sheave cover and its threaded-adjustable pin allows it  

to work with multiple depths and groove sizes. Don’t be caught out it the cold without one!
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SLICKLINE ANCILLARY ITEMS 

SLICKLINE FLOOR STAND J

Our One-Sided Floor Stand is designed to support your WTI sheave before, during, and after 

each and every operation. Its patented design allows you to load and/or unload your line 

while attached to the sheave. The steel frame is powder coated to protect against corrosion 

and fits our 16” and 20” Slickline Sheaves.

SLICKLINE RIG-UP YOKE K

Our Rig-Up Yoke provides and alternative place to attach a “tugger line” and can be used  

to help stabilize a top mounted sheave.  The Rig-Up Yoke can be used simultaneously with 

the Wireline Floor Stand and Hand Guards to add safety and versatility to the operator. Each 

Rig-Up Yoke is made from stainless steel to resist corrosion.

LINE WIPER L

Our Line Wiper helps maintain a clean running line and reduces maintenance time to the 

sheave and work area. It easily attaches to all WTI Slickline sheaves and is adjustable to fit  

any line size. Made from anodized aluminum to protect against corrosion.

SLICKLINE HAND GUARD M

Our Slickline Handguard was designed to help keep hands and clothing from being drawn 

into the sheave wheel, but it also serves as an alignment guide and stabilizing arm to help 

keep your sheave upright during operation. Our patented split busing system allows the 

line to be loaded/unloaded even after attachment and the roller attachment helps keep the 

line safely in the groove. Our Slickline Hand Guard will work on any WTI Slickline Sheave.
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